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References 

• Copies  of these documents can be found at My 

private group at Yahoo called Administrating-Your-

Public-Servants 

• I have videos that are videos of Private Information 

Shares that show these and other court citations that 

are available for a donation 

• Donations to support this work are appreciated. I 

prefer gold or silver coin, but as an extremely less 

desirable alternative I can accept IOUs (Federal 

Reserve Notes, Paypal gifts, checks, money orders, 

etc) send me an email for particulars 
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Roman Cult Civil Law 

 “§ 1. Classification of Persons. The Roman law 

distinguished three kinds of personal status, or 

degree? of legal capacity, and classified human 

beings with respect thereto as follows:… 

 § 3. Loss of Freedom (Capitis Deminutio 

Maxima). A Roman citizen could not legally be 

sold into slavery, but he might become a slave by 

condemnation for crime or by being captured by 

an enemy.” Law of Persons by Joseph R. Long, 

published 1912 [emphasis added] 
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Roman Cult Civil Law 

“STATUS. L. Standing: state, condition, 

situation. Compare Estate. A corporation has no 

status as a citizen outside of the jurisdiction 

where it was created.” Anderson’s Law Dictionary, 

1889 Edition, page 968 

A corporation is a citizen – a citizen is a corporation 

If they are assaulting you with a cestui que trust / 

US citizen / slave then you are in the UNITED 

STATES 
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US Citizen = Roman Cult = Slave 
 "We therefore decline to overrule the opinion of Chief 

Justice Marshall: We hold that the District of Columbia is 

not a state within Article 3 of the Constitution. In other 

words cases between citizens of the District and those of the 

states were not included of the catalogue of controversies 

over which the Congress could give jurisdiction to the 

federal courts by virtue of Article 3. In other words Congress 

has exclusive legislative jurisdiction over citizens of 

Washington District of Columbia and through their plenary 

power nationally covers those citizens even when in one of 

the several states as though the district expands for the 

purpose of regulating its citizens wherever they go 

throughout the states in union" National Mutual Insurance 

Company of the District of Columbia v. Tidewater Transfer 

Company, 337 U.S. 582, 93 L.Ed. 1556 (1948);  
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It is all Coming from the Roman Cult 

• It is all Roman Law 

• “"Civil Law," "Roman Law," and "Roman Civil 

Law" are convertible phrases, meaning the same 

system of jurisprudence. That rule of action which 

every particular nation, commonwealth, or city has 

established peculiarly for itself; more properly 

called "municipal" law, to distinguish it from the 

"law of nature," and from international law.   See 

Bowyer, Mod.  Civil Law, 19; Sevier v.  Riley, 189 

Cal.  170, 244 P. 323, 325” Black's Law Dictionary, 

Rev.  4th Ed. [emphasis added]; 
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Advertisement 

• Don’t forget to subscribe to this 

channel 

• Don’t forget to click the bell next 

to the subscribe button so that you 

are notified when there is a new 

upload 
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Birth Certificate = Badge of Slavery 
• The satanists coerce your parents into registering your 

birth 

• The satanists coerce your parents into applying for a 

Social Security Number 

• All of this is because of the ignorance of your parents 

and you 

• Mark Passio calls it Ignore - ance 

• A Social Security Number is a number for a Cestui que 

trust 

• You and your parents gave up your Christian 

government, rights and responsibilities, and surrendered 

them for satanic privileges ©Common Law Copyright 2017 



US Citizen = Roman Cult 
Did you Give Up Your God Given Rights 

for some Satanic Privileges?  

“A “citizen of the United States” is a civilly dead 

entity operating as a co-trustee and co-

beneficiary of the PCT (Public Charitable Trust), 

the constructive, cestui que trust of US Inc. under 

the 14th Amendment, which upholds the debt of 

the USA and US Inc.” Congressional Record, June 

13 1967, pp. 15641-15646  
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US Citizen= Roman Cult 
Did you Give Up Your God Given Rights 

for some Satanic Privileges?  

". . . (E)very taxpayer is a cestui qui trust 

having sufficient interest in the preventing 

abuse of the trust to be recognized in the 

field of this court's prerogative jurisdiction 

.  .”  In Re Bolens (1912), 135 N.W. 164  
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US citizen = Taxpayer = Slave 

“Slater's protestations to the effect that he derives no 

benefit from the United States government have no 

bearing on his legal obligation to pay income taxes.  

Cook v. Tait, 265 U.S. 47, 44 S.Ct. 444, 68 L.Ed. 895 

(1924); Benitez Rexach v. United States, 390 F.2d 631, 

(1st Circ.), cert. denied 393 U.S. 833, 89 S.Ct. 103, 21 

L.Ed.2d 103 (1968).  Unless the defendant can 

establish that he is not a citizen of the United States, 

the IRS possesses authority to attempt to determine 

his federal tax liability.” UNITED STATES of 

America v. William M. SLATER (1982) (D. Delaware) 

545 F.Supp 179, 182. [emphasis added] 
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US Citizen = Roman Cult = Slave 

Did you Give Up Your God Given 

Rights for some Satanic Privileges?  

“Chap. 854. – An Act to establish a 

code of law for the District of 

Columbia.”  

“The Legal Estate to be in Cestui Que 

Use” Chapter Fifty-Six in Sec. 1617, at 

31 Stat. 1432 
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US Citizen = Roman Cult = Slave 

Did you Give Up Your God Given 

Rights for some Satanic Privileges?  
“Chap. 854. – An Act to establish a code of law for 

the District of Columbia.” which was Approved on 

March 3, 1901, by the Fifty-Sixth Congress, Session 

II, at 31 Stat. 1189, and at 2, where it says;  

“And be it further enacted, That in the 

interpretation and construction of said code the 

following rules shall be observed namely:… 

“Third. The word “person” shall be held to apply 

to partnerships and corporations, …”, [emphasis 

added] 
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US Citizen = Roman Cult = Slave 
“Chap. 854. – An Act to establish a code of law for 

the District of Columbia.” which was Approved on 

March 3, 1901, by the Fifty-Sixth Congress, Session II, 

at 31 Stat. 1189, and at Chapter three – Absence for 

Seven Years, in Sec. 252, at 31 Stat. 1230, where it 

says;  

“SEC. 252. PRESUMPTION OF DEATH. - If any 

person shall leave his domicile without any known 

intention of changing the same, and shall not return 

or be heard from for seven years from the time of his 

so leaving, he shall be presumed to be dead, in any 

case wherein his death shall come in question, unless 

proof be made that he was alive within that time.” ©Common Law Copyright 2017 



US Citizen = Roman Cult 
“Yet still it was found difficult to set bounds to ecclesiastical 

ingenuity; for when they were driven out of all their former 

holds, they devised a new method of conveyance, by which 

the lands were granted, not to themselves directly, but to 

nominal feoffees to the use of the religious houses; thus 

distinguishing between the possession and the use, and 

receiving the actual profits, while the seisin of the lands 

remained in the nominal feoffee, who was held by the courts 

of equity (then under the direction of the clergy) to be bound 

in conscience to account [tax] to his cestui que use for the 

rents and emoluments of the estate: and it is to these 

inventions that our practitioners are indebted for the 

introduction of uses and trusts, the foundation of modern 

conveyancing.” Tomlins Law Dictionary 1835 edition, Volume 

2 under the definition of Mortmain [emphasis added] ©Common Law Copyright 2017 



Martial Law = Roman Law = Satanism 
• 15 USC § 44 Definitions; “Corporation” “shall be 

deemed to include any company, trust, so-called 

Massachusetts trust, or association, incorporated 

or unincorporated, which is organized to carry on 

business for its own profit or that of its members, 

and has shares of capital or capital stock or 

certificates of interest, and any company, trust, so-

called Massachusetts trust, or association, 

incorporated or unincorporated, without shares of 

capital or capital stock or certificates of interest, 

except partnerships, which is organized to carry on 

business for its own profit or that of its members. “ 
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Martial Law = Roman Law = Satanism 

Did you Give Up Your God Given 

Rights for some Satanic Privileges?  
• "But individuals, when acting as representatives 

of a collective group, cannot be said to be 

exercising their personal rights and duties, nor be 

entitled to their purely personal privileges. 

Rather they assume the rights, duties and 

privileges of the artificial entity or association of 

which they are agents or officers and they are 

bound by its obligations." Brasswell v. United 

States 487 U.S. 99 (1988) quoting, United States v. 

White 322 U.S. 694 (1944), 
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Advertisement 
Announcing a subscription based Youtube channel called 

Sovereignty International 

The recommended cost of the subscription is  currently 

US$1.99 because it avoids the advertising ONLY 

The ONLY power that the N.W.O. satanists have over us is 

through fraud and deception, and my agenda is to expose it 

for all our benefit 

For that reason there will be very little exclusive material on 

that channel 

Currently publishing 6 videos a week 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCokSQqXw1y2_2hAtJ

xUcoNw 
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Uniform Commercial Code = 

UNIDROIT = Roman Cult 

Did you Give Up Your God Given 

Rights for some Satanic Privileges?  

• “Whenever [the Uniform Commercial Code] 

creates a "presumption" with respect to a fact, or 

provides that a fact is "presumed," the trier of 

fact must find the existence of the fact unless and 

until evidence is introduced that supports a 

finding of its nonexistence.” UCC § 1-206 

Presumptions [emphasis added] 
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Uniform Commercial Code = 

UNIDROIT = Roman Cult 
• “(a) In an action with respect to an instrument, the 

authenticity of, and authority to make, each signature 

on the instrument are admitted unless specifically 

denied in the pleadings. If the validity of a signature is 

denied in the pleadings, the burden of establishing 

validity is on the person claiming validity, but the 

signature is presumed to be authentic and authorized 

unless the action is to enforce the liability of the 

purported signer and the signer is dead or incompetent 

at the time of trial of the issue of validity of the 

signature.” Texas Business and Commerce Code § 3.308 

Proof of Signatures and Status as Holder in Due Course 

[emphasis added] 
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Uniform Commercial Code = 

UNIDROIT = Roman Cult 
• “The following rules apply in an action on a certificated 

security against the issuer: 

• (1)  Unless specifically denied in the pleadings, each 

signature on a security certificate or in a necessary 

indorsement is admitted. 

• (2)  If the effectiveness of a signature is put in issue, the 

burden of establishing effectiveness is on the party 

claiming under the signature, but the signature is 

presumed to be genuine or authorized.” Texas Business 

and Commerce Code § 8.114 Evidentiary Rules Concerning 

Certificated Securities [emphasis added] 
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Uniform Commercial Code = 

UNIDROIT = Roman Cult 

• These Roman Cult Satanist BAR member whore 

masquerading as a Judge forges your signature onto 

a contract and then presumes it is authorized and 

authentic (who is going to call a “Judge” a liar) 

• That is how they are populating the prisons 

• Karl Lents brought up the issue of forgery against 

CPS (when they stole his son) in his successful 1 

page lawsuit 

• See the Judicial Whores video 
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Roman Cult = Warfare 

Did you Give Up Your God 

Given Rights for some Satanic 

Privileges?  

•You have to treat this like 

warfare because it is 

warfare!!! 
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Contact Information 
• My Blog is; 

– http://sovereigntyinternational.wordpress.com 

• Website - www.sovereigntyinternational.fyi 

• Email - engineerwin@yahoo.com 

• Youtube profiles – sovereignliving – Sovereignty 

International 

• Facebook 

– Community Page – Deleted due to Censorship 

– Private Group – Sovereignty International - being deleted 

• Yahoo Private Group – Administrating-Your-Public-

Servants 

• Google Private Group – Administrating-Your-Public-

Servants 
©Common Law Copyright 2017 26 
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State Citizenship  

Did you Give Up Your God Given 

Rights for some Satanic Privileges?  

"State Citizenship is a vested 

substantial property right, and the 

State has no power to divest or 

impair these rights."  Favot v. 

Kingsbury, (1929) 98 Cal. App. 284, 

276 P. 1083. 
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State Citizens 

Did you Give Up Your God Given Rights 

for some Satanic Privileges?  

"The state citizen is immune from any and all 

government attacks and procedure, absent 

contract." see, Dred Scott vs. Sanford, 60 U.S. (19 

How.) 393 or as the Supreme Court has stated 

clearly, “…every man is independent of all laws, 

except those prescribed by nature. He is not 

bound by any institutions formed by his 

fellowmen without his consent.” CRUDEN vs. 

NEALE, 2 N.C. 338 2 S.E. 70 
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State Citizens 

Did you Give Up Your God Given Rights 

for some Satanic Privileges?   

“The rights of the individuals are 

restricted only to the extent that they 

have been voluntarily surrendered by 

the citizenship to the agencies of 

government.” City of Dallas v Mitchell, 

245 S.W. 944 
©Common Law Copyright 2011 29 



How to Assert Your Status - Education 
• 1 Rule - Educate yourself 

• We are in this position because of ignorance 

• They have us in what they view to be contracts 

(numerous) 

• They are all a fraud (satanic) 

• If we claim fraud and get out of a contract, and then 

go back into the contract we will no longer be able 

to claim fraud 

• Plan your course of action 

• True freedom requires a change of behavior 
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Recording Documents 
• We have provided information that we are one of the 

slaves 

• This procedure provides documentation “in their 

system” that we are NOT “the slave” that can be 

used as “evidence” if needed 

• All Land Titles registries (Canada, USA, 

everywhere) have a miscellaneous category where 

you should be able to record anything, but “We the 

People” have been “asleep at the wheel” and 

because of corruption many bureaucrats refuse them. 
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Recording Documents 

• Many state legislatures like to discourage these type 

of recordings by making filing fees high, or making 

all sorts of requirements 

• Texas has high filing fees 

• Utah ONLY allows “Land Title Documents” 

• These are ONLY 2 examples. I have not checked 

every state 

• It doesn’t matter where you record documents, as 

long as anybody can go and see them at any time 
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Recording Documents 
• There is an online service that provides document 

recording services in a cost effective way 

• http://www.nationalpublicrecordregistry.info/ 

• Pinal County Recorder in Arizona told me that they 

would record a hamburger if I paid the fee 

• http://pinalcountyaz.gov/recorder/Pages/DocumentS

earch.aspx 

• I have several documents recorded in Washington 

County, Utah 

• I have hundreds of documents recorded in Pinal 

County, Arizona ©Common Law Copyright 2017 



UCC - Secured Party 
• There are many who say you have to do a UCC-1 to 

claim yourself as a Creditor and Secured Party 

against the strawman debtor 

• I have done that, but after research, I consider it a 

mistake 

• I know lots of people who have done bonds based 

on this principle and ended up in jail. 

• I do not put anything about the Uniform 

Commercial Code in any of my documents, except 

that occasionally I may reference it and at the same 

time say that it is their code and what they are doing 
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UCC – Secured Party 

• Governments descend to the level of a mere 

private corporation, and take on the 

characteristics of a mere private citizen... 

where private corporate commercial paper 

[Federal Reserve Notes] and securities [checks] is 

concerned . ...  For purposes of suit, such 

corporations and individuals are regarded 

as entities entirely separate from government. 

Clearfield Trust Co. v. United States 318 U.S. 363 

(1943) 
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Defeating Presumptions 
• The following are some things you can do to defeat 

their presumptions taken un Martial Law 

• It is best to record documents that you want to force 

the BAAL priest to take judicial notice of 

• All Judges have to take judicial notice of all 

government documents 

• You can literally make your own law by recording a 

document 

• After 30 days it becomes “public policy” which is 

the same thing as a regulation 
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Defeating Presumptions 

• Record the following (at a minimum) 

– Affidavit of Corporate Denial 

– Copyright Notice (if done) 

– Criminal Complaints 
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Advertisement 

• For great custom websites, domain 

names, and hosting go to: 

• https://CubeYard.com 

• Use coupon code CY172 for 20% off 

your first order 

• CubeYard.com – your source for 

websites, domain names, and hosting 
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1 – Affidavit of Corporate Denial 

• The single most important thing you can do is an 

Affidavit of Corporate Denial 

• There is a word file that can be used to make an 

Affidavit of Corporate Denial in the Files directory 

of the Yahoo group 

• I have also pasted the text of an Affidavit of 

Corporate Denial into my blog 

• See the D.I.Y. Kangaroo Courts 7 – Affidavit of 

Corporate Denial video 
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2 – Revocation of Voter Registration 

• All voters are US citizens 

• If you use NSEA.US for an ID card, they 

will require you to revoke your voter 

registration and they have forms to use 

• You can go to their website and download 

the form in any event 
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Advertisement - Other Videos 
• Bankster Thieves 1, 2, & 3 

• Churchianity series 

• Bankrupt Corporate (so-called) Governments 

• BAR Members 1, 2, & 3 

• D.I.Y. How NOT to Volunteer for the Selective Service 

• Martial Law is here! 

• D.I.Y. No Income Tax 

• D.I.Y. No Sales Tax 

• D.I.Y. Traffic Stop 1 & 2 

• D.I.Y. Free Mail 1 & 2 

• D.I.Y. Kangaroo Courts 1, - 9 Common Law Copyright © 2017 



3 – Get Common Law Identification 
• There are multiple sources 

• http://nsea.us/id-and-tag-orders/ 

 

• Katman can also provide common law Identification 

cards 

• katmanwon@gmail.com 

 

• If anyone finds others, please let me know 

• The common law ID card is ALWAYS the ONLY 

ID that I EVER use. 
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4 - Networking 

• Part of the NSEA process is signing up for a grand 

jury 

• We should already be networking with other “like 

minded” people 

• If we are NOT networking, then we need to start 

• We need to work together to convene common law 

juries 

• See the Jury Nullification video 

• See the Grand Juries video 
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5 – Copyright the NAME 

• This is optional 

• See the D.I.Y. Kangaroo Courts 8 – 

Copyrighting the NAME 

• There is a form available in the Files directory 

of the Yahoo group 
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6 - Estoppel 
• Serve anyone who has an oath of office who also 

may potentially have something to say to you 

• Chief of Police - City Attorney 

• County Sheriff - County Attorney 

• District Attorney - Attorney General 

• US Marshall  - US Attorney 

• FBI Special Agent in Charge 

• Chief Judges (City, County, State, Federal) 

• See the D.I.Y. Estoppel Certificates video 

• There is a “Notice and demand” form in the Files 

directory of the Yahoo group 
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7 - Criminal Complaint 

• If any of your “public Servants” do anything 

but beg forgiveness, file a criminal 

complaint and send the US Attorney a copy 

• I have several criminal complaints in Google 

Docs 

• Contact me privately for a recent criminal 

complaint in word format that can be used as 

a template 
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